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a b s t r a c t

In the sensor relocation (SR) problem, advertisement packets are used to inform the loca-

tions of redundant sensors and request packets are used to inform the locations of requesting

places. When redundant sensors move to requesting places, their location information will

change. So, the message with redundant sensors information is not reusable. This is also why

locating redundant sensors with low message overhead is of high importance. In this paper,

we revisit the matching problem of SR in mobile wireless sensor networks. In order to reduce

the amount of message exchange, we employ the concept of quorum to send advertisement

packets (in columns) and request packets (in rows). With the proposed stopping criteria, the

proposed algorithm can further reduce the amount of these two types of packets to send. In

performance evaluation, we consider three scenarios of different shapes, including a square

plane, a rectangular plane and a circle plane. The simulation results show that the proposed

algorithm can effectively and significantly reduce the number of advertisement and request

packets to find the optimal (nearest) redundant sensor for each requesting place.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the improvement of production processes, the hard-

ware cost of wireless sensors has reduced significantly,

which has in turn facilitated applications of wireless sen-

sor networks (WSNs) across a wide range of areas [1,12].

Common applications of WSNs include environmental mon-

itoring [9,20], public engineering [15,18], health monitoring

[2,19], smart home [3,8,16], military [5,6], etc.

In WSNs, if any sensor fails due to damage or energy de-

pletion, the system needs to look for redundant sensors that

can take over its task. This problem of identifying redundant

sensors and moving them to replace failed ones is called the

sensor relocation (SR) problem [7,11,17]. In previous works,

sensor deployment (SD) algorithms are used to address the
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SR problem. In other words, they solve the SR problem us-

ing algorithms designed for the SD problem [13,14]. Because

the strict response time requirement of the SR problem is

ignored in this approach, later researchers have attempted

to design algorithms for the SR problem with consideration

of the strict response requirement. In mobile WSNs, sen-

sors have mobility, so they can perform sensor relocation by

themselves. Hence, the SR problem with mobile sensors is

also called the self-relocation problem. The works related to

the self-relocation problem can be classified into three cate-

gories: (i) Voronoi-based SR algorithm, (ii) the virtual force-

based SR algorithm and (iii) the grid-based SR algorithm.

Below is a brief review of some works related to the self-

relocation algorithms [7,11,17].

Li et al. [11] proposed a Voronoi-based SR algorithm to

solve the self-relocation problem in mobile WSN. The pro-

posed algorithm is called wireless array-based sensor relo-

cation (WA-SR) algorithm. The WA-SR algorithm is based on

the wireless array-based cooperative sensing model (WA-

CSM) [10]. In WA-SR algorithm, the WA-CSM model is used
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to group sensors into wireless arrays (WAs). The WA-CSM

model makes use of the collaboration of closely located sen-

sors to form a WA. Li et al. [10] pointed out that compared

to individual sensors, WA offers a higher degree of sensing

performance. After building WAs, we can use the Voronoi

diagram to partition the WSN into Voronoi polygons [4].

Next, these Voronoi polygons are checked for presence of re-

dundant sensors and coverage holes. The relocating the re-

dundant nodes (RRN) algorithm proposed by the author is

then used to match redundant sensors with coverage holes

for sensor relocation. Sensor movement consumes a lot of

energy, so the RRN algorithm determines the distance of

movement of each redundant sensor based on its remaining

energy. In other words, redundant sensors with different re-

maining energy levels have varying upper limits of mov-

ing distance. The main drawback of the WA-SR algorithm is

that the location information of sensors is communicated by

broadcasting, which requires a huge amount of message ex-

change.

Garetto et al. [7] proposed a virtual force-based SR algo-

rithm to solve the self-relocation problem in mobile WSNs.

Their distributed algorithm is used to relocate sensors in re-

sponse to an occurred event so as to provide the necessary

monitoring. In the virtual force-based algorithm, each sen-

sor is given a directed force combining attractive and repul-

sive forces [21]. The combined force allows mobile sensors

to perform sensor relocation without location information.

In the virtual force-based SR algorithm, the oscillation check

and the stability check are essential for determining whether

a sensor has moved to its final location. For example, if sen-

sor si moves back and forth in a small region, sensor si is in

an oscillation state; if si has a total movement within a pe-

riod of time smaller than a certain threshold, it is in a stabil-

ity state. In either state, sensor si must terminate its move-

ment. Because sensors acquire the information of attractive

and repulsive forces by exchanging messages with neighbor-

ing sensors and they need to exchange new information of at-

tractive and repulsive forces to avoid oscillation, the amount

of messages to exchange is usually considerable and not easy

to estimate. Moreover, the virtual force-based algorithm has

the static equilibrium problem. The static equilibrium prob-

lem refers to the situation when all the forces on an object

offset, therefore putting the object in a static state. If sen-

sors in the field are very unevenly distributed, that is, most

sensors concentrate in certain areas, sensors in the densely-

deployed areas will enter a static equilibrium, and there will

also be a large number of redundant sensors in these areas.

Meanwhile, other areas in the field will have a large num-

ber of coverage holes due to lack of sensors. That is, in this

state, the field has a high concentration of redundant sensors

in some areas and coverage holes in others.

Wang et al. [17] proposed a grid-based SR algorithm to

solve the self-relocation problem in mobile WSNs. In their

study, the target field is divided into grids, each having a

header. A grid header is responsible for the communication

between grids to reduce amount of message exchange. In or-

der to further reduce message exchange for sensor relocation,

Wang et al. [17] used a Grid-Quorum solution as an alterna-

tive to the flooding approach of transmitting advertisement

packets (containing location information of redundant sen-

sors) and request packets (containing location information

of requesting place). The advertisement packets and request

packets are only sent to headers in a column or row.

As mentioned above, the Voronoi-based SR algorithm by

Li et al. [11] delivers the location information of sensors by

broadcasting, and the virtual force-based SR algorithm by

Garetto et al. [7] requires constant exchange of new infor-

mation of attractive and repulsive forces to avoid oscillation

of sensors. It can be found from the above three types of SR

algorithms that the quorum approach can effectively reduce

the amount of message exchange. The BCS algorithm [17] is

a graceful and practical protocol, but it has one problem and

one aspect that need improvement as follows.

The problem with the BCS algorithm is that each grid is re-

quired to have one header, which is responsible for commu-

nication between grids. If all sensors in a grid become faulty,

no sensor can be the header for the grid. The absence of the

header that sends request messages will cause the coverage

hole problem. As shown in Fig. 1, both sensors sh and sk in

Grid(i,j) are faulty, and no sensor can be the header for the

grid. In this case, Grid(i,j) is unable to send request messages.

The detail description of how to solve the problem is shown

in Section 3.2.

The amount of messages exchanged for locating the re-

dundant sensors is the aspect that needs improvement. More

specifically, the amount of advertisement packets and re-

quest packets should be further reduced. Why is it impor-

tant to reduce the amount of these packets? The answer

is that when redundant sensors move to requesting places,

their location information will change. So, the message

with redundant sensors information is not reusable. This

is also why locating redundant sensors with low message
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Fig. 1. All sensors in Grid(i,j) are faulty.
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